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Crystal clear epoxy resin

- DIPOXY-Crystal-Clear-Scratch-Resistant-Epoxy-Resin - 2K - DIPOXY-Crystal-Clear-Scratch-Resistant-Epoxy-Resin - 2K - Up to 10 centimeters pour all at once! - DIPOXY-2K-700PER - DIPOXY-2K-700PER was designed specifically for thick film applications 10 centimeters developed.
You can use it, for example, the River Table can be easily produced in one pour! The treatment time is significantly longer than with our DIPOXY-2K-700, because we had to reduce the chemotherapy reaction very much in order to make it a thickness layer! How high you can actually pour
depends on what the Ambient temperature is and how wide and long poured! For example, 4.5 cm high, 4 cm - 18 cm wide and 200 cm long at 14 degrees Celsius was very pleasant as an experiment! (See image) The DIPOXY-2K-700PER is a crystal clear, low viscous epoxy resin, and we
only use it in premium quality, manufactured and distributed! DIPOXY is perfect for almost any app! For example: in jewelry, table, so-called river table for the construction of floors, pond, aquarium and terrarium, as well as for the construction of boats, ships and aircraft. Also molded parts
can, for example, be cast into silicone forms or carbon, aramid and fiber optic compounds are possible. Also perfect for creating models! The best results are achieved with our pearl effect color pigments designed for epoxy resin! Just select the right amount of epoxy resin and add it to the
basket. Then select the color pigments and add them to the basket. (We also have many other effect pigments in store) The best results are achieved with our pearl effect color pigments designed for epoxy resin! Without the solvent DIPOXY-2K-700PER is in the mixing ratio of 100: 32 (e.g.
100g A and 32g B) Mass units (by weight) are mixed and therefore can be easily processed. Ideally, components A and B are mixed at 10 degrees Celsius - 25 degrees Celsius. It's basically self-ventilation, for the best results, you still have to take care with a maximum of 250 - 350U/min.
roughly. Stir for 4 - 5 minutes until both ingredients mix well and at low revs not much air works in the epoxide resin mixture! ! Attention! As soon as both components are mixed, there is a chemical reaction in which heat is slowly released. Depending on how high the finished mixture is in the
container, the heat cannot go fast enough to dissipate on the surface. If you don't process it right away, the rule always applies: It's better to stand wide and flat than stand tall and narrow! Depending on what you want to do, the following information from our You can of course also use more
material! All information is provided without warranty! Rough rule for consumption: 1kg and 1mm height per 1 m2 (1m x 1m) Consumption of DIPOXY-2K-700PER for flooring (private and commercial): Primer (usually (usually white or transparent) 0.4 - 0.6 kg per m2 (0.4 - 0.6 mm per m2)
Layer of color effect (middle layer) 1 - 3 kg per m2 (1 - 3 mm per m Seal (final layer is not quite necessary) 1 - 2 kg per m2 (1 - 2 mm per m2) Number of pearl pigment effect for flooring (private and commercial): Depending on how thin to apply, need from 5 g to 25 g of epoxy mass (by
weight) pigments per kg. Consumption volumes DIPOXY-2K-700PER for casting projects (river table): Primer (mostly transparent) 0.2 - 0.4 kg per m2 (0.2 - 0.4 mm per m2) Color effect layer (middle layer) 10 -11 kg per m2 (approximately 1 cm per m2) Seal (the final layer is not absolutely
necessary) 1 - 2 kg per m2 (1 - 2 mm per m2) Number of pearl pigment effect used for casting projects (river table): Depending on whether How transparent everything should be, you need 0.5 g to 15 grams of epoxy mass (by weight) pigments per kg. Processing time / drip time: at 10
degrees Celsius approximately 360-600min.at 20 degrees Celsius approximately 240-480min.at 30 degrees Celsius approximately 120-360min.over 30 C possible, but without information about time! Final strength: 10 degrees Celsius, at least 7 days to walk and 4 weeks for heavy loads.at
20 th C, at least 5 days to walk and 3 weeks for heavy loads.at 30 C, at least 3-4 days to walk and 1-2 weeks for heavy loads. Storage:1 year / optimal at 10-25 degrees Celsius, dry and protected from direct sunlight! If, contrary to expectations, you should have a problem or just want to
know more, just call us! Our competent service staff will be happy to take care of your problems and advise you professionally! Where can you find epoxy resin with this price/performance ratio? Just us! Opening hours: Monday to Friday: 8 a.m. .m- 12 p.m. .m and 1 p.m. .m p.m. .m p.m.
Additional information by phone: (limited) Saturday and Sunday: 10 a.m. - 2 p.m. VASA-Fit GmbH / Kinzighe Weg 115/63450 Hanau Management: Sascha katzenstein HRB 94572 VAT ID: DE265265705 We are legally required to provide the following information: Online dispute resolution
under Article 14. 1 ODR-VO: The European Commission provides an online dispute resolution (OS) platform that you can access for $45.95 FLAWLESS CRYSTAL CLEAR COATING - Achieving crystal clear, impeccably transparent epoxy coatings with our ultra high performance 1 gal
resin and hardening kit! This premium professional epoxy class goes smooth and dries evenly to eliminate crawling, seeping, craters and fishy eyes. CUSTOM DIY PROJECTS, ARTWORK, SURFACES - Creating individual works craftsmanship. Perfect for DIY projects, countertops, bar
tops, countertops, river tables, jewelry, vehicle surface sealing, coffee tables, arts and crafts and almost endless creative possibilities! UV, SCRATCH AND WATER-RESISTANT - We strive for the highest quality quality and production standards. Our dedicated research team and
development team have carefully improved the East Coast epoxy resin formula for superior UV resistance, scratch resistance and incocity compared to other industry brands. SAFE AND ODORLESS - Surfaces covered with our premium epoxy resin are 100% safe to eat to the touch and
sustainably maintain their structural integrity over time without breaking or leaching chemicals. Our odourless formula does not require a mask and allows you to breathe easily and work in comfort all day long. EXTRA EASY TO APPLY - With East Coast resin epoxy resin, you don't have to
be a professional to achieve professional results for the first time! Our resin kit with smooth coating and hardening is simple and easy to apply - even as a beginner or novice amateur. Detailed instructions are included in each set. EPOXY MADE EASYAnyone can do it! Our one-gallon kit
contains one piece of resin and one part hardening. Mix in a ratio of 1:1, pour, and then smooth out the foam dispenser. Detailed instructions come with each set. Knock out a few projects a day with ultra fast 30 to 35 minutes of work time. Minimum bubbles that naturally appear during
coating can be quickly heated and burned by a blowtorch or heat cannon. PROMIDENATION - RESILIENT - LONG-LASTINGFormulated with superior UV protection and moisture that resists yellowing, rain, humidity, and is ideal for long-term outdoor use. A sturdy and extra hard setting to
resist scratching and scoring. SAFE FOR USE ON:✅ Wood✅ Veneer✅ Aluminum✅ stainless✅ tiles✅ moulds✅ laminate✅ fiberglass✅ canvas✅ ceramics✅ painted surfaces✅ On the countertops✅ porcelain✅ concrete✅ stone✅ rock✅ peel✅ penny✅ bottle caps✅ artwork✅ acrylic paint
This product cannot be shipped outside the U.S.! © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates Our SuperClear epoxy resin is by far the best top epoxy resin bar on the market and #1 in premium quality and results! If you're looking to not only keep your bar on top, but also bring out a
natural wood sheen, highlight the natural wood grains, and give it a steady shine with a wet and glossy look, our SuperClear Epoxy is the only choice for your bar top! Our common use of CRYSTAL CLEAR EPOXY is a clear polymer used to cover wood, veneer, metal, stone, painted
surfaces, countertops, bar tops, many other surfaces to give a rich super glossy look and protect against scratches and humidity. The surfaces covered by this Epoxy common use are durable, waterproof and simple in The finished product will be very rigid, smooth, crisp and will display a
shiny high glossy finish, similar to glass. Our epoxy resin provides a rapid healing and development of properties at environment and low temperatures without accelerators and allows for a quick return to maintenance. The typical life of the pot at this point is approximately 45-50 minutes
based on the mass and The thin film set time (3mil. film) is about 5 hours at 78F. Fast treatment and green time, exhibiting low exothermic temperatures (120C.) makes this product ideal for all applications. Full treatment 24 hours under normal conditions. Mixing, storing and applying epoxy
resin: Mix this resin 1:1 in volume. When mixing by weight, mix 100 pieces of resin into 83 pieces of hardening. When mixing this product, make sure to use a round cup and carefully stir the scraping of all sides and the bottom of the mixing container. Incorrectly mixed epoxy resin can create
a serious headache. Remember that thermosite plastics are sensitive to temperature. Cold weather slows the treatment process down, while the rate of heat treatment is up. Always try to mix chemicals at room temperature. For best results, try pouring epoxy resin into harden. Pour along
the side of the container to help ease the capture of air. Mix for at least 3-5 minutes in a round motion, until the chemical is clear and free from the bands. Allow the mixed ingredients to stand in a mixed cup for at least 5 minutes. This allows the bubbles to rise to the surface. Small castings
and pouring units can take longer to cure than large items. This chemical should be stored in a dry, safe, temperature-controlled environment. Always keep the lids tightly sealed when they are not in use. Remember that oxygen and moisture are oxidized and can quickly degrade epoxy
resin and harden. Moisture is also a potential problem. Always keep the bottles sealed when they are not in use. Use gloves, glasses and proper safety equipment when using this product. Please contact the security data sheet before using any of our epoxy resin products. Mix Ratio ... 1:1
by volume Pot-Life ....... 45-50 minutes (100-gram weight) Solidity... D78 Mixed viscosity.......... 1200cps. Tension Power, psi..... 7500 compression strength, psi......... 15400 Linear Compression, in/in . 0008 Chemical Sustainability..... Excellent humidity resistance... excellent dielectric force,
(volt/mil)... 550 Dielectric Constant, 1 mHz...... 3.2 ⭐ ️⭐ ️⭐ ️⭐ ️⭐ ️ I buy from here consistently. Good customer service. They are locals for me being California-based, but the ship is fast. They always improve epoxy resin. Honestly, I buy a lot for a riverbed table and bar coatings, and the basic
epoxy resin does the job. - Pattersen You get epoxy resin and agent treatment (measured by weight) - complete instructions. Mixing instructions can also be found here. You don't know epoxy resin for you? Try our satisfaction comparison schedule guaranteed with each order. All prices are
in USD. We sincerely believe that we make some of the most innovative products in the world and we want to make sure that we back that up with iron 30-day warranty. If you do not have a positive experience for any reason, we will do our best to make sure that you are 100% satisfied with



your purchase. Buying goods online can be challenging, so we want you to understand that there is absolutely zero risk in buying something and trying it out. If you don't like it, no offense, we'll do it right. If you have any technical issues or need help, we offer full customer support: all
products are in stock and ready to ship. Address: 540 Crane Street Unit A Lake Elsinore, CA 92530 Email: support@theepoxyresinstore.com Hours of Customer Service: 9 AM - 5 pm (PST) (PST)
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